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Abstract
Since dialogue systems are required to keep its
speech style consistency, evaluating the sim-
ilarity of speech styles is an important task.
However, the Japanese language has a wide
variety of speech styles, and also for each
speech style, huge variety of vocabulary and
word usage characteristics are observed, mak-
ing it difficult to evaluate the similarity of
speech styles. This study proposes a speech
style embedding model that produces a style-
sensitive sentence embedding of Japanese sen-
tences. The speech style embedding model
is constructed by fine-tuning a pre-trained
BERT model. Here, sentence pairs with simi-
lar/dissimilar speech styles are automatically
collected on a large scale using a sequence
of sentences in web novels, with which con-
strastive learning is performed for the train-
ing of the speech style embedding model. Us-
ing the Ward’s hierarchical clustering method,
we also analyze the clusters of speech styles
and the characteristic vocabulary/word usage
of each speech style. Finally, we focus on the
variation in speech styles of each person de-
pending on the situation, and further analyze
the variation in style-sensitive embeddings of
each character in the novel.

1 Introduction

The speech style of a dialogue system plays a
crucial role in user interaction, and dialogue sys-
tems are expected to keep its speech style consis-
tency (Zhou et al., 2020). Therefore, a mecha-
nism for evaluating the similarity of speech styles
across entire utterances is necessary. However, the
Japanese language has a diverse range of speech
styles (Kinsui, 2003; Akama et al., 2018), and a
vast variety of characteristic expressions exist for
each speech style, making it difficult to evaluate
the similarity of speech styles across entire utter-
ances.

In this study, we propose a simple speech style
sentence embedding method, which can produce

embeddings capable of evaluating the similarity of
speech styles by fine-tuning a pre-trained BERT
model (Devlin et al., 2019) using contrastive learn-
ing (Gao et al., 2021). The training dataset con-
sists of positive instances collected from pairs of
utterances estimated to be by an identical charac-
ter and negative instances from pairs of utterances
estimated to be by distinct characters. This data
collection method is based on the observation that
the utterances by an identical character have a con-
sistent speech style, whereas those from different
characters have distinct speech styles. Through
this training, it is expected that the embeddings
can be obtained for evaluating the similarity of
speech styles rather than the content similarity of
sentences. Furthermore, we revealed character-
istic words of various speech styles through unsu-
pervised clustering of style-sensitive sentence em-
beddings. Finally, we focused on utterances by
specific characters within a novel and conducted
an analysis of variations in the speech styles of an
identical character.

The results contribute to confirming the follow-
ing insights:

1. The consecutive utterances in novels are ef-
fective in training the embeddings of speech
style by the proposed approach using con-
trastive learning.

2. The style-sensitive sentence embeddings cor-
rectly capture various speech styles includ-
ing those representing politeness, gender, and
typical fictional character.

3. Even for an identical character, the speech
style can vary significantly depending on
conversation partners and surrounding situ-
ations, where this variation in speech styles
constitutes the characteristic of the character.
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2 Related Work

Numerous prior studies have targeted English
speech styles, investigating various aspects such
as politeness (Rao and Tetreault, 2018; Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013) and sarcasm (Kho-
dak et al., 2018). Previous research has been con-
ducted on a diverse range of speech styles, and
datasets have also been constructed. In contrast
to previous research, Kang and Hovy (2021) pro-
posed a novel approach to comprehensively grasp-
ing the phenomenon of cross-stylistic language
variation. The primary emphasis lies in examin-
ing the interdependence of diverse styles within
written text, elucidating the interplay between
these styles, and systematically deconstructing
their composition in text generation.

Japanese speech styles rely on various charac-
teristics of the entire sentence, such as first-person
pronouns and sentence-ending expressions (Kin-
sui, 2003; Matsuyoshi et al., 2006; Miyazaki et al.,
2016). Consequently, it is desirable to evalu-
ate the similarity of speech styles across an en-
tire sentence. Akama et al. (2018) proposed an
unsupervised learning method of style-sensitive
word vector that evaluates the similarity of speech
styles. However, Akama’s method focuses on the
speech style of individual words and does not eval-
uate the similarity of speech styles across an en-
tire sentence. To evaluate the similarity of speech
styles across an entire sentence, Miyazaki et al.
(2021a); Zenimoto and Utsuro (2022) proposed
a method that utilizes a speech style classifica-
tion model built with training data containing sen-
tences in specific speech styles. However, these
methods are not adaptable to the speech styles of
unknown characters. In contrast, our method can
be adapted to the speech styles of unknown char-
acters. Furthermore, prior researches utilize undis-
closed datasets for training and evaluation, making
it difficult to conduct comparative experiments.

3 Japanese Speech Style

This section describes the characteristics of
Japanese speech styles, which the proposed model
are expected to capture. In the Japanese lan-
guage, first-person pronouns, particles, and aux-
iliary verbs in utterances differ depending on the
speaker’s trait, such as gender, age, and role (Kin-
sui, 2003; Matsuyoshi et al., 2006; Miyazaki et al.,
2016). For example, the utterance “俺はこれが
好きだぜ (I like it)” is reminiscent of a mascu-

Figure 1: Procedures of Creating Positive and Nega-
tive Instances from Consecutive Utterances (“Positive”
indicates the pairs of utterances estimated to be by an
identical character. “Negative” indicates the pairs of
utterances estimated to be by distinct characters. )

Data type Positive Negative Total
Training 51.3M 53.2M 105M

Validation 259K 269K 528K
Test 259K 269K 528K
Total 51.8M 53.8M 105M

Table 1: Statistics of Experimental Data

line person because the characteristic words “俺
(I)” and “だぜ (daze)” are used predominantly by
males. In contrast, the utterance “私はこれが好き
ですわ (I like it)”, which has the same meaning as
the utterance “俺はこれが好きだぜ (I like it)”, is
reminiscent of a female person because the char-
acteristic words “私 (I)” and “ですわ (desuwa)”
are used predominantly by females. As mentioned
above, the Japanese language has numerous ex-
pressions that, while conveying the same mean-
ing, are reminiscent of significantly different per-
sons. The proposed model is expected to capture
the speech style of utterances that elicit such spe-
cific personal associations.

4 Dataset Construction

4.1 The Procedure

For the training of speech style embedding model
using contrastive learning, it is required to prepare
pairs of sentences with similar speech styles as
positive instances and pairs of sentences with dis-
similar speech styles as negative instances. This
study proposes a method to automatically collect
a large amount of positive and negative instances
from consecutive utterances in novels. In gen-
eral, speakers alternate in consecutive utterances
in novels. Therefore, in consecutive utterances,
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the following pairs of sentences can be considered
as positive and negative instances:

Positive instance 1 Pairs of the n-th and n+2-th
utterances in consecutive utterances.

Positive instance 2 Pairs of sentences in an utter-
ance obtained by splitting an utterance with
specific symbols (“!”, “?” and “。”).

Negative instance Pairs of the n-th and n+1-th
utterances in consecutive utterances.

Figure 1 shows examples of positive and nega-
tive instances. As the resource for the dataset,
we collected about 9,000 novels published on the
novel posting site called “小説家になろう (Aim
to be a novelist)”1, and collected approximately
50 million pairs of positive and negative instances.
Of this total of approximately 100 million pairs
dataset, 99% is used as training data, and the re-
maining 0.5% each as validation and test data.
The statistics of positive and negative instances are
shown in Table 1.

4.2 Evaluation of the Dataset

To verify the correctness of the automatically col-
lected positive and negative instances, we manu-
ally annotated the 5-level scale of similarity grade
from -2 to 2 to each of randomly selected utter-
ance pairs (250 pairs each)2. Table 2 shows that
62.4% of the automatically collected positive in-
stances correctly have similar (i.e., the grades of 2
and 1) speech styles, while 58.8% of the negative
instances correctly have dissimilar (i.e., the grades
of -2 and -1) speech styles. When we consider the
pairs of the similarity grade 0 as correct instances,
the proportion of data that can be properly used
for the training exceeds 70% for both positive and
negative instances, indicating that these automati-
cally collected data are sufficiently useful for con-
structing a speech style embedding model. The
inter-annotator agreement of the annotation was
evaluated using the Quadratic Weighted Kappa
(QWK) score (Cohen, 1968), which ranges from
0 to 1, with a higher value indicating better agree-
ment. Our annotation achieved a QWK score of
0.763, suggesting that there were no significant
disagreement between the two annotators.

1https://syosetu.com/
2The annotation work was done by the first and second

authors, where each pair is annotated with “—” when either
of the two sentences is not an utterance, but an emphasis or a
quotation.

sim.

grade

Comparison withそれは安心ね /
sore wa anshin ne / That’s a relief
(female speech style)

avg. sim.

grade

of two

annotators

ratio (%)

pos. neg.

2

The two sentences are completely

with an equivalent speech style,

containing identical characteristic words.
2.0,
1.5

34.8 12.4
すごいわね / sugoi wa ne / That’s great

(female speech style)

1

The two sentences are with an equivalent

speech style, but containing

distinct characteristic words.
1.0,
0.5

27.6 12.4
どうかしら / do kashira / I’m not sure

(female speech style)

0

Either of the two sentences is an

utterance that could be uttered by anyone.
0 15.6 14.4

それは... / sore wa / That is ...

(common speech style)

-1

The two sentences are not equivalent speech

style, but are utterances that could be used

by an identical person in some situations.
−0.5,
−1.0

7.2 18.0
すごいよ / sugoi yo / It’s great

(kind male speech style)

-2
The two sentences are completely dissimilar. −1.5,

−2.0
7.2 40.8俺の版だぜ / ore no ban daze / It’s my turn

(masculine speech style)

—
Either of the two sentences is not an

utterance, but an emphasis or a quotation. — 4.8 2.0
洞窟 / dokutsu / The Cave

Table 2: Evaluation of Automatically Collected Posi-
tive/Negative Instances

5 Speech Style Embedding Model

5.1 Model Configuration

For the construction of the speech style embedding
model, we utilize the Sentence-BERT architec-
ture (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019), and Tohoku
University’s Japanese version of BERT-base3 as
pre-trained BERT model. The batch size is set
to 128 sentences, and the maximum input to-
ken length is set to 64 tokens. The utilized loss
function is defined by the Contrastive Loss equa-
tion (Hadsell et al., 2006) as presented below:

L =
1

2
Y D2 + (1− Y )max(margin−D, 0)2

Here, Y represents the label where 1 indicates a
positive instance and 0 indicates a negative in-
stance. Following (Gao et al., 2021), we use D
as the cosine distance between the two utterances
of positive/negative instances, and the margin is
set to 1. Through this training process, we antic-
ipate that the speech style of the input utterance
will be embedded in the 768-dimensional output
vector for the CLS token of the speech style em-
bedding model.

3https://github.com/cl-tohoku/
bert-japanese
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Target Utterance Example Utterances to Compare Similarities Similarity

(1)俺はこれが好きだぜ /
ore wa kore ga suki da ze /
I like it /
(a masculine speech style
utterance)

いいじゃねえの / ii ja ne no / That’s good, isn’t it? / (masculine) 0.839
ちょうどよかったぜ / cho do yokatta ze / Just in time / (masculine) 0.770
すごいだろ！ / sugoi da ro / It’s great! / (masculine) 0.502
すごいだろ? / sugoi da ro / It’s great? / (masculine) 0.390
すごいだろ... / sugoi da ro / It’s great... / (masculine) 0.367
すごいだろ / sugoi da ro / It’s great / (masculine) 0.345

(2)どういたしましょうか /
do itashi masyo ka /
what should I do? /
(a strong polite speech style
utterance reminiscent of
a maid or servant)

いかがしますか / ikaga shimasu ka / What would you like? / (strong polite) 0.924
申し訳ありません / moshi wake ari mase n / I’m so sorry / (strong polite) 0.830
お願い致します / onegai itashi masu / I’m begging you / (strong polite) 0.456
お願いします / onegai shi masu / I’m begging you / (polite) 0.480
お願いだよ / onegai da yo / I’m begging you / (casual) -0.514
田中様 / tanaka sama / Mr.Tanaka / (strong polite) 0.844
田中殿 / tanaka dono / Mr.Tanaka / (classical polite) 0.536
田中 / tanaka / Tanaka / (informal) -0.116

(3)ふなっしーはこれが好きなっしー /

funassyi wa kore ga suki nassyi /
I like it /
(a speech style used only
by the fictional mascot
character “ふなっしー (Funassyi)”

お疲れ様なっしー / otsukare sama nassyi / You must be tired / (Funassyi) 0.758
よろしくなっしなー / yoroshiku nassyina / Nice to meet you / (Funassyi) 0.451
危なかったー / abuna katta / That was close / (childish) 0.756
誰だろー / dare daro / I wonder who it is / (childish) 0.670
私はこれが好きです / watashi wa kore ga suki desu / I like it / (formal) 0.259
俺はこれが好きだぜ / ore wa kore ga suki daze / I like it / (masculine) 0.096
儂はこれが好きなんじゃ / watashi wa kore ga suki desu / I like it / (classical) 0.039

Table 3: Examples of Comparing Speech Style Similarities

5.2 Dimensionality Reduction

Using 768-dimensional vectors directly as style-
sensitive sentence embeddings could be consid-
ered excessive in terms of the complexity of
speech styles. Therefore, we attempt to convert
them into smaller-dimensional vectors through di-
mensionality reduction using Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA).

The result of PCA shows that the cumulative
proportion exceeds 99.8% with the first 32 prin-
cipal components, indicating that 32 dimensions
are sufficient to retain speech style information.
Consequently, we treat the vectors with their di-
mensionality reduced to 32 dimensions as the final
style-sensitive sentence embedding.

6 Analysis of Style-sensitive Sentence
Embeddings

6.1 Comparison of Similar Utterances

We verify whether the speech style embedding
model appropriately captures speech style expres-
sions. Table 3 shows examples of comparing
speech style similarities. In the comparison be-
tween (1) a masculine speech style utterance “俺
はこれが好きだぜ (I like this)” and other utter-
ances, it can be seen that the similarities with other
masculine speech style utterances such as with “
ねえの (ne no)” and “よかったぜ (yokatta ze)”
are appropriately high. Moreover, it is evident
that the similarity varies significantly depending
on the specific symbols (“!”, “?”, and “…”). Fur-

thermore, in the comparison between (2) a strong
polite speech style utterance reminiscent of a maid
or servant “どういたしましょうか (What should I
do?)” and other utterances, it can be seen that the
similarities are higher with utterances containing
strong polite expressions like “致します (itashi
masu)” and “様 (sama)” whereas they decrease
significantly for casual speech styles and utter-
ances without honorifics. These results indicate
that the speech style embedding model can effec-
tively distinguish distinct speech styles and under-
stand various nuances in the Japanese language.

Finally, we conduct a comparison between (3) a
unique speech style utterance “ふなっしーはこれ
が好きなっしー (I like this)” and other utterances.
This speech style is used only by the fictional mas-
cot character “ふなっしー (Funassy)”4. This char-
acter, “ふなっしー (Funassy)” usually appends
words such as “なっしー (nassyi)” or its variant
“なっしなー (nassyina)” at the end of sentences.
From the comparison results, the similarity with
the utterances ending with “なっしー (nassyi)” is
appropriately high, and the utterances with dis-
tinctly different speech styles, such as the formal
speech style “私はこれが好きです (I like this)” or
the masculine speech style “俺はこれが好きだぜ
(I like this)”, are appropriately low. It is important
to note that the training data does not include the
speech style of “ふなっしー (Funassy)”, suggest-
ing that the speech style embeddings model can

4https://274ch.com/
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ID
speech style

Top 5 bi-grams by tf-idf

46
housemaid

(ました / mashi ta), (んです / n desu)
(ません / mase n), (のです / no desu)
(して / shi te)

35
ninja

(でござる / de gozaru)，
(ござるよ / gozaru yo)
(とは / to wa), (ですな / desu na)
(ござるか / gozaru ka)

31
boss

(ように / yo ni), (して / shi te)
(ている / te iru), (だから / da kara)
(しなさい / shi nasai)

12
king

(ておる / te oru), (して / shi te)
(では / de wa), (ている / te iru)
(お主 / o nushi)

13
female

(のよ / no yo), (わよ / wa yo)
(して / shi te), (ないわ / nai wa)
(たの / ta no)

33
masculine

(んだ / n da ), (か？ / ka ?)
(のか / no ka), (ぜ！ / ze !)
(だぜ / da ze)

10
cat

(にゃ！ / nya !), (にゃ？ / nya ?)
(たにゃ / ta nya), (かにゃ / ka nya)
(にょ / ni yo)

22
kind male

(だね / da ne), (かい？ / kai ?)
(んだ / n da), (だよ / da yo)
(のかい / no kai)

Table 4: Example Clusters and their Characteristic Ex-
pressions

correctly evaluate unknown speech styles. How-
ever, the similarity with the utterance containing “
なっしなー (nassyina)” as well as with the variant
of “なっしー (nassyi)” is incorrectly low, suggest-
ing that the speech style embeddings model cannot
correctly evaluate the variant of unknown speech
styles. In addition, the similarity with the different
speech style utterance containing only a prolonged
sound “ー” at the end of sentence is incorrectly
high. While the model can correctly identify and
evaluate distinct speech styles, there is room for
improvement in capturing the variants of unknown
speech styles.

6.2 Analyzing Speech Styles through
Clustering

To analyze the clusters of speech styles and their
characteristics, we conduct clustering on approxi-
mately 820,000 unique utterances in the test data,
which have been converted into style-sensitive
sentence embeddings. To analyze the clustering
process, we attempt hierarchical clustering using
the Ward’s method (Ward Jr., 1963). Due to com-
putational limitation, it is not feasible to cluster all
820,000 style-sensitive sentence embeddings us-
ing the Ward’s method, so we first classify them
into 10,000 clusters using the k-means method,
and then cluster the centroid vectors of k-means

clusters using the Ward’s method5.
Figure 2 shows the dendrogram of the upper-

most 50 clusters in the Ward’s method clustering
results. Next, we extract bi-grams for each sen-
tence within a cluster and calculate their tf-idf val-
ues. Then, we extract the top-5 bi-grams with the
highest tf-idf values as the characteristic expres-
sions of each cluster. Table 4 shows the character-
istic expressions for the sample 8 clusters. From
Figure 2 and Table 4, it is evident that various
interesting clusters are observed, such as “mas-
culine” speech styles, “housemaid” speech styles,
and “cat” speech styles. In the cluster “ID=33”,
expressions like “んだ (n da)” and “だぜ (da ze)”
are ranked at the top, suggesting that “mascu-
line” speech styles are grouped together. On the
other hand, clusters around “ID=26” and “ID=21”
also contain “masculine” speech styles, indicat-
ing that the utterances with closely related speech
styles distributed in distinct clusters. Further-
more, within the clusters grouped together around
“boss” (“ID=31”) speech styles, there are clus-
ters of more unique “king” speech styles that use
expressions like “ておる (te oru)” and “お主 (o
nushi)”. Therefore, it is observed that, while the
expressions that should ideally be in an identical
cluster are somehow closely distributed but still
dispersed, clusters that should be farther apart are
relatively close together. In order to handle these
issues, it is necessary to devise ways to lower the
similarity between different speech styles during
the learning process or to remove wrong data from
the training data.

7 Analysis of Variation in Speech Styles
of an Identical Character

It can be assumed that even for an identical per-
son, their speech style may change depending on
conversation partners and surrounding situations.
Therefore, we analyze the variation in speech
styles embeddings of the utterances of three main
characters in a romance novel6 published on “小説
家になろう (Aim to be a novelist)”. Table 5 shows
the character names, speech styles, and number of
utterances of the three characters.

Figure 3 shows the scatter plot of the first

5While our style-sensitive embeddings are based on co-
sine distance, the k-means and the Ward’ methods use eu-
clidean distance. Therefore, we normalized the speech style
embeddings prior to the application of k-means and Ward’s
methods.

6https://ncode.syosetu.com/n1860fv/
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Figure 2: Dendrogram of the Results of Clustering Speech Style Vectors using the Ward’s Method.

Character
(traits)

Speech Style #Utterance

Marie (aristocratic woman)
casual female,

polite
1,177

Kyuros (aristocratic man) only male 1,030
Mio (housemaid) only housemaid 450

Table 5: Speech Style and Number of Utterances of the
Three Characters in a Novel

Figure 3: Scatter Plot of the Style-sensitive Sentence
Embeddings of the Three Characters in a Novel

and second principal components7 of the style-
sensitive sentence embeddings for all utterances of
three characters. While utterances from the iden-
tical character tend to cluster together, it is evident
that the distribution of the embeddings is scattered
to some extent even for an identical character.

Focusing on the variation of the distribution for
each character, it is evident that the variation in
Mio’s style-sensitive sentence embeddings, who
always uses typical polite speech reminiscent of
a housemaid’s speech, is small, while the vari-
ation in Marie’s style-sensitive sentence embed-
dings, who switches between “casual female” and
“polite” depending on the conversation partner, is
larger. In other words, the distribution of the style-
sensitive sentence embeddings can be considered

7The cumulative proportion up to the second principal
component is 41.9%.

as a characteristic of the character’s speech style.

8 Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a speech style embed-
ding model that produces style-sensitive sentence
embeddings capable of evaluating the similarity
of speech styles. The speech style embedding
model was constructed using contrastive learn-
ing with training data consisting of pairs of ut-
terances with similar/dissimilar speech styles col-
lected from consecutive dialogues in novels. We
demonstrated that this speech style embedding
model not only captures the similarity of speech
styles, but also the strength of politeness, mas-
culinity, and femininity. Furthermore, we con-
firmed the formation of characteristic speech style
clusters such as female and ninja speech styles
through clustering of style-sensitive sentence em-
beddings using the Ward’s method. In addition,
we analyzed the variation of style-sensitive sen-
tence embeddings across the entire utterances of
all the characters in a novel.

Future challenges include constructing a dataset
for evaluating speech style similarity with multi-
ple annotators and generating style-sensitive sen-
tence embeddings that take into account the con-
versation partners and surrounding situations. Ad-
ditionally, it is necessary to incorporate training
methodologies such as the triplet objective func-
tion (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and in-batch
negatives (Gao et al., 2021) to improve model per-
formance. It is equally essential to conduct per-
formance comparison experiments with preced-
ing studies (Akama et al., 2018; Miyazaki et al.,
2021b) and verify the usefulness of style-sensitive
embeddings in downstream tasks such as control-
ling the speech style of dialogue systems.
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